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Welcome
The McGowan Government is a proud sponsor of the Manjimup
Cherry Harmony Festival through its Regional Events Scheme.
The scheme was established to support smaller and emerging events
in regional Western Australia to boost tourism, increase community
vibrancy and participation, and develop regional areas.
It also plays an important role in positioning Western Australia as an
exciting destination to visit and a great place to live by showcasing
and promoting the host region’s unique and diverse attractions.
Sixty-two regional events across WA have been funded through the
2021-22 Regional Events Scheme, which includes the Regional
Aboriginal Events Scheme, with a funding pool of $150,000
exclusively allocated to events delivering Aboriginal activities and
experiences.
We are pleased to support these events, which will help to stimulate
regional economies and communities that have been set back as a
result of COVID-19.
Tourism is a key part of the Government’s plan to energise the
economy, create jobs and develop business opportunities, especially
in regional Western Australia.
Events play an important role in this plan, with the Government
sponsoring a range of sporting, cultural, arts and culinary events
across the State, through Tourism Western Australia, to attract
visitors, encourage them to stay longer, disperse further and do
more while they are here.
We hope everyone enjoys this event and takes the time to explore
the South West region.

OFFICIAL PROGRAMME
WE'RE TURNING 20!
The Manjimup Cherry Harmony Festival started way back in 2002 as
a way to bring harmony to our community, celebrate our diversity
and to celebrate the start of the summer harvest, in particular the
cherry season! The festival was the brainchild of some dedicated
community members who could see at that time a need for the
community to come together as one.
20 years on and while some things have changed, times have shown
that we still need to reflect on what is important. Family, friends,
community and all the things that make living in our region so
wonderful.
We hope you enjoy the 20th Anniversary Manjimup Cherry Harmony
Festival and this wonderful community and region we call home.

GRAND PARADE
Departs at 9.50am from the Imperials Football Ground. Reaches
main stage at 10.00am
All the colour, noise and fun of the Festival! Cheer from the side line
as the procession of classic and vintage cars, trucks and tractors rolls
its way through the main streets of town.

HON DAVID TEMPLEMAN MLA
MINISTER FOR TOURISM

OPENING CEREMONY
Main Stage - 10.20am
The Manjimup Cherry Harmony Festival will be officially opened by
Jane Kelsbie MLA, member for Warren Blackwood and an
Welcome to Country by Dr Richard Walley OAM.

HON ALANA MACTEIRNAN MLC
MINISTER FOR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The Manjimup Cherry Harmony Festival Committee provided the most recent information
available at the time of publication. This programme is subject to change and the
Committee reserves the right to make changes as it deems necessary. Errors, omissions or
late changes after pubilcation can be viewed on our website www.cherryfestival.com.au
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FESTIVAL MAP

Thank you to our partners and sponsors
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WHERE TO GET CHERRIES
It wouldn't be much of a Cherry Festival without the cherries!
There are multiple locations around the festival area where cherries are available:
Cherry Central - right in the middle of the Festival area (outside Australia Post)
Cherry Lane - Southern Forests Food Avenue
Newton Orchards - Southern end of Giblett St
Southern Forests Food Council - Johnson Crescent (Behind Coronation Park)
Cherry Box - Southern end of Giblett St
PLUS, there are a number of cherry orchards surrounding Manjimup that will have
cherries available for sale. You can find them on the map below.
While there are always plenty of cherries available, there are also plenty of hungry
SAT
11TH
DECsure you get yours early so that you don't miss out!
people,
so make
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FESTIVAL HIGHLIGHTS
FRI 10TH DEC
"CONNECTED" ART COMPETITION AND AWARDS
Manjimup Gallery, cnr Mount and Rose Sts
View the creative nuance of our region's artists. Awards were on
offer over multiple categories.

SAT 11TH DEC

MAIN STAGE AREA
ELAVINA WILLIAMS
Main Stage area - 8.45am
Elavina is so talented we just can't help but invite her back again!
Make sure you come and listen to Elavina as she has a big future
ahead!

KAVISHA MAZZELLA AM
Main Stage area - 9.15am
"A power and presence that's beyond words" Colum Sands
ARIA award winner and songbird Kavisha Mazzella original song's
lyrical ingredients include humour, poetry, social justice and the
spiritual. Combine this prowess with the voice of an angel and you
have the experience of a Kavisha concert.

DJ REV
Main Stage area - 9.40am
He's back! One of the most versatile and entertaining DJ's in
Australia, DJ Rev will get you out of your chair and dancing to all
kinds of beats and music. A perfect way to warm up for a big day of
celebrations.
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SAT 11TH DEC
THE GRAND PARADE
Main Stage area - 10am
The parade makes it's way up the main street of town, showcasing a
wide range of vintage and classic cars, trucks and tractors. See the
procession of highly decorated freight trucks that deliver our delicious
Southern Forests premium fresh produce to markets in Perth and
beyond. And we'll welcome our Cherry Blossom kids and special
guests. A crowd favourite not to be missed.

OFFICIAL FESTIVAL OPENING
Main Stage area - 10.20am
A Welcome to Country will be made by Nyoongar statesman Dr
Richard Walley OAM and Official Festival opening by Jane Kelsbie
MLA, member for Warren Blackwood.

CHERRY "PIP FLICKING" COMPETITION
Main Stage area - 10.25am
The tradition of moving a cherry pip as far as possible is a little
different this year. We're out to find out who has the longest "pip
flick" in the South West!

SOUTHERN BELLE FASHION PARADE
Main Stage area - 10.45am
This fun and chic affair is always a favourite with local models
gracing the runway in this season's hottest fashion.

MARK CAIN TRIO
Main Stage area - 11.45am
Celebrating our diversity continues with this sensational world-music
group. Multi-reedman, Mark Cain along with guitarist, Ilan Zagoria
and multi-instrumentalist Jamie David traverse the fertile terrain
between Southern African inspired music and modern jazz.
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SAT 11TH DEC
HEAD OVER HEELS CIRCUS
Main Stage area - 12.15Pm
International circus performers Michele Laine and Issac Salter bring a
dynamic show to town with acrobatics, circus, comedy and aerial
performance. Make sure you stick around for this evening's concert for
their very special fire show!

DR RICHARD WALLEY AND TWO RIVERS
Main Stage area - 12.45pm
From the land of a long line of songs to the land of the Songlines,
this beautiful fusion of Nyoongar and Celtic traditions will move you.
You’ll dance and sing to the exquisite melodies of songs both
ancient and new, driven by the earth rhythms that connect us all.
Lead by Dr Richard Walley OAM and singer songwriter Fred Penny.

KAVISHA MAZZELLA AM
Main Stage area - 1.45pm
Kavisha returns to the stage with her wonderful blend of English and
Italian vocals, influences from around the world mixed with poetry
and humour.

MARK CAIN TRIO
Main Stage area - 2.25pm
We welcome back Mark, Ilan and Jamie with their eclectic blend of
African kora, mbira, percussion, voice and guitar to create a truly
unique sound

LOU & FLETCHER DUO
Main Stage area - 3.45pm
Manjimup local Lou Cully is a unique singer, covering modern and
older songs on piano accompanied by vocals. This year she has
teamed up with Tasmanian pianist Fletcher who moved to WA to
pursue music. Together, they are like silk for your ears.
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BAND MARQUEE
SAT 11TH DEC
THE HEP SHAKERS
Band Marquee - 11.10am, 1.15pm,3.10pm, 7.30pm
The Hep Shakers are a 13-strong band of singers and
musicians who will keep you tapping your toes and dancing
the night away at this year's Manjimup Cherry Harmony
Festival.

Vocalists Heidi Marques, Gray Williamson and the Bluebirds
are backed by a horn section, comprising Shane Mancuso
(alto sax), Rohan Lawlor (tenor sax), Martin Taylor (trumpet)
and Sam Hadlow (trombone), plus the dynamic rhythm
quartet of Adrian Kenyon (keyboards), Garry Lee (guitar and
vibes), Kane Shaw (bass) and Gavin Kerr (drums).

Heidi Marques, who hails from South Africa, has been
performing from a young age, initially in a band with her
mother on bass and her father on keyboards. At university,
she studied jazz vocals and graduated with a degree in
music history and music culture studies. She currently sings
with various bands in Albany, as does the Shakers' male
vocalist Gray Williamson, who will be singing some of the big
hits of Michael Buble, Ray Charles, Queen and the Blues
Brothers.

The Bluebirds are a female vocal trio (Sally Bishop, Meghan
McNally and Kat Taylor), who perform classic swing numbers
as they are not often heard - in three-part harmony!

From the Andrews Sisters to Amy Winehouse, they cover jazz
standards, contemporary tunes, soul and Motown hits, plus
there'll be lots of Christmas tunes thrown into the mix.
Collectively, the Bluebirds have 40 years of performing
experience in big bands and music theatre.

When these cool cats take to the stage, they'll have you
shaking your tail feathers, whether you're 9 or 90!!
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SOUTHERN STAGE
SAT 11TH DEC
RUSTY AND MARKO DUO
Southern Stage - 9.30am
Rusty and Marko play old time music on fiddle and accordion from
many cultures which include American, Irish, French, Australian,
Italian and beyond. There is a lot of lively dance music and some
nice waltzes to balance the energy levels.

CHERRY BLOSSOMS
Southern Stage - 10.20am
Fresh from waving in the Grand Parade, we will introduce our very
special cherry blossoms. See who is crowned in the 20th year.
Although we reckon they are all awesome!

DJ REV
Southern Stage - 10.40am
Get down with the funk of one of the Festival's all time favourites
with his groovy mix of tunes, moves and crowd participation.

COOKING WITH LUCY COSGRIFF
Southern Stage - 11.10am
Who knows what delicious taste sensation WA pastry Chef Lucy
Cosgriff will be creating for us. The only way to find out is to be at
the Southern Stage at 11.10am of course!

STUMPTOWN
Southern Stage - 11.50am
It's blues from the wrong side of the tracks! When it comes to blues,
the older you are the more street cred you get. So on that basis
these four aging rockers should be legends and if you listen in to
Stumptown you will find they are.
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SOUTHERN STAGE
SAT 11TH DEC
RUSTY AND MARKO DUO
Southern Stage - 12.40pm
Rusty and Marko are back to play old time music on fiddle and
accordion from many cultures which include American, Irish, French,
Australian, Italian and beyond.

COOKING WITH LUCY COSGRIFF
Southern Stage - 1.15pm
WA pastry Chef Lucy Cosgriff returns to create another Southern
Forests inspired dish using delicious local produce.

ELAVINA WILLIAMS
Southern Stage - 1.50pm
Elavina is one seriously talented young lady and plays a range of
interpretations on well known tunes.

STUMPTOWN
Southern Stage - 2.20pm
It's blues from the wrong side of the tracks! When it comes to blues,
the older you are the more street cred you get. So on that basis
these four aging rockers should be legends and if you listen in to
Stumptown you will find they are.

LOU & FLETCHER DUO
Southern Stage - 3pm
Manjimup local Lou Cully is a unique singer, covering modern and
older songs on piano accompanied by vocals. This year she has
teamed up with Tasmanian pianist Fletcher who moved to WA to
pursue music. Together, they are like silk for your ears.
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FESTIVAL FAVOURITES
SABRINA HAHN
Brockman St - 11.05am, 2.15pm
Garden master, celebrity and all round lovely lady
Sabrina Hahn joins us to talk all things gardening and
can always be relied on to take lots of questions,
answered with authority and her fabulous sense of
humour! We don't give a topic to Sabrina to talk about
because she is just so informative and entertaining, we
don't want to spoil the surprise!

Sabrina Hahn is a whole lot of Hort with Heart – a master
gardener, horticultural professional, radio presenter,
podcaster and writer. She has passion for the creation of
sustainable landscapes that make cities more liveable. Her
aim is to educate listeners in the importance of creating
biodiversity in their own backyards. She believes that the
diminishing green spaces in urban areas are making our
cities sterile hot spots. Urban gardens play a vital role in
returning biodiversity into our cities and offering people a
space for physical and mental wellbeing.

Sabrina has shared her knowledge and passion on ABC
radio for 27 years, being one of the earliest pioneers to
promote sustainable gardening practices in the media.
She is a highly entertaining public speaker, and MC, she
writes a twice-weekly gardening column in The West
Australian, and also contributes articles for Gardening
Australia and Organic Gardener.

Her extensive knowledge comes from a scientific
background of horticulture, soil science, entomology and
botany. Sabrina has been awarded a lifetime membership
from the Nursery and Garden Industry of WA and
nominated for Australian of the Year for her services to the
industry.
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FESTIVAL FOODIES
THEO KALOGERACOS
Southern Forests Food Council, behind Coronation
Park - 12pm, 2pm
Theo brings his ability to create new and modern
flavours and will be showing us how to create amazing
dishes using Southern Forests premium fresh produce.

Theo's love of food is abundantly obvious and his
passion will definitely wear off on you.

SOPHIE ZALOKAR
Southern Forests Food Council, behind Coronation Park
Originally from the Barossa Valley, Sophie trained as a
Chef under Australian food icon Maggie Beer.

In 2005, Sophie and her family moved to the Southern
Forests where she established Foragers to showcase and
promote the wonderful array of produce grown in the
region.

Sophie and local farmers will present a forum about the
region and how it is able to grow such a varied range of
genuinely Southern Forests produce.

Theo Kalogeracos and Sophie Zalokar are proudly presented by the
Southern Forests Food Council.
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SATURDAY NIGHT MUSIC FESTIVAL

As the sun sets, the party is just warming up! Hang
around for a night of great tunes, circus performers, an
Aboriginal Theatre group and for acrobatics!

This free music fest will be held at the main stage area
from 6pm and go through until 10.45. So get your
dancing shoes on and get down to Brockman Street!

6 pm
Head Over Heels Circus

6.30 pm & 9.40 pm
Stuey V as ELVIS

Roaming "Flight"
Street Theatre

8.30 pm
Two Rivers featuring
Dr Richard Walley

7.30 pm
The Hep Shakers

9.35 pm
Head Over Heels Circus
Fire Act

ACROSS THE DAY
WOOD CHOPPING EVENT & DEMONSTRATIONS
Coronation Park, Giblett St - 11am - 3pm
This entire region was built on the back of axemen cutting timber
for many of our state's major projects. A festival favourite, see the
tradition in competition form. Presented by Tyrepower and Alliance.

JULIA SYKES SCHOOL OF MUSIC BUSKERS
Brockman St outside Westpac Bank - 10.30am - 3pm
Julia Sykes is a highly respected and widely known piano teacher with
students learning her piano methods through a range of teachers
across Australia. See some of her WA students performing across the
day, showcasing their talents across a range of skill levels.

WINE TASTING
Southern end of Coronation Park, Giblett St 9am - 4pm
The Southern Forests and Valleys region produces excellent cool
climate wines, especially Chardonnay and Pinot Noir. It's also the
home of some amazing apple ciders, bursting with flavour!

LEGO DISPLAY
Southern end of Giblett St - 9am - 4pm
Lego is loved by kids young and old worldwide. Take a look at the
various pieces on display and get inspired to make your own Lego
creations.

CORNHOLE COMPETITION
Brockman St - 10.30am - 3pm
What in the world is Cornhole? Think somewhere between bocce
and horseshoes. The challenge is to throw the bags filled with corn
into a hole in a board to score points. Huge in the USA, this could
just be your next summer craze.
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FOR THE KIDS
SOGGY BONES SKATEBOARDING CLINIC
Manjin Recreational Plaza - 10am - 2pm
The crew from Soggy Bones will help you improve your skills.
Whether it's ramp, bowl, park or street, Soggy Bones will take your
skating to the next level. Please bring your helmet with you.

APP WORKSHOPS
Manjin Park Stage- 10.45am, 2.30pm
Since 1978 Nyoongar statesman Dr Richard Walley has been
educating people about the wonders of Australia's first nation
people, their culture and stories.

SOUTH WEST REPTILES, BOUNCY CASTLE, LIONS
TRAIN AND OTHER KIDS ENTERTAINMENT
Manjin Park Precinct - 9am - 4pm
Pat a python or get on board the Lions train. The bouncy castle is
always a child magnet. There is always loads of entertainment and
fun for your little ones. These activities are always a hit with the kids!

FOREST PRODUCTS COMMISSION KIDS CRAFT
AND INFORMATION
Manjin Recreational Plaza - 9am - 2pm
The plaza is where the cool and crafty kids will be. Come on down
and chill out in the shade and come up with a Christmas decoration
for your home.

FACE PAINTING BY TAMARA MESSER
Manjin Recreational Plaza - 9am - 2pm
Tamara has been providing face painting creations for children for
years. Lions, tigers or bears? Done. Maybe a fairy? Not a problem.
What about a butterfly? Okay. What will your child have done?

CHILDREN'S ART EXHIBITION AND JUNK ART
STORIES
Inside Muir Ford showroom on Rose St - 9am - 4pm
Check out our young local artist's work and see the kids "junk art"
exhibit with works made from recycled or used items.
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A huge thank you with cherries on top to
our wonderful partners and sponsors.
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